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Abstract

Over the last years, sustainability and sustainable development have gained momentum also in-service research. Thus, this work is aimed at investigating the evolutionary path that links the Viable Systems Approach (VSA), service systems and service ecosystems perspectives to the most recent challenges of sustainability. Therefore, the analysis has been focused on start-ups’ ability to survive contributing to the shaping of a service ecosystem, which long-term viability can be ensured merging efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability targets. In this direction, the way networked interactions, occurring between a number of different actors (e.g., start-ups, customers, incubators, venture capitalists, other corporations, banks, education and financial institutions, governments) and facilitated by the most recent technologies, can shape a sustainable service ecosystem able to ensure viability to the actors who populate it has been investigated. To this end, an empirical analysis has been conducted to better define the main processes that can shape a start-ups’ sustainable service ecosystem. This work represents one of the first attempts to investigate start-ups’ surviving according to a service ecosystem perspective. An agenda for further research has been defined in order to further advance the analysis.

1. Introduction

In recent times, service research has called attention to the number of challenges that sustainability poses, highlighting the need for reducing the negative influence that service can have on economic, social, and environmental activities (Waage, 2007). In this direction, a sustainable approach to service calls for a more holistic perspective able to go beyond the traditional individuals, dyads or groups analysis to approach service systems, service networks, and service ecosystems (Barile et al., 2016). This has led to the spread of a system approach to value creation (Meynhardt et al., 2016), which the conceptualisation of service ecosystems, intended as complex networks of self-organised, but interdependent actors/entities, linked together by service-for-service interactions (Akaka et al., 2012; Lusch and Vargo, 2014; Vargo and Lusch, 2017). These interactions are dynamic in nature, being based
on actors/entities ongoing resources’ sharing, combining and recombining, which a mutual institutional logic inspires and directs (Vargo and Akaka, 2012). It follows that service ecosystems and the actors that populate their multiple levels (micro, meso and macro) tend to co-evolve in a non-linear way, always adjusting the ecosystem structure to make it viable in the long-run (Vargo et al., 2008). Drawing on the more extensive literature on ecosystem, this viability lies also upon the ongoing resource integration for value co-creation, which led to create in a collaborative and dynamic way or to co-create knowledge always new. This conceptualisation lies upon the previous literature on knowledge ecosystems (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Maracine and Scarlat, 2009; Valkokari, 2015), which more recently also inspired the SD Logic in conceptualising the afore-mentioned service ecosystems (Vargo and Lusch, 2011). Therefore, assuming a more holistic perspective on phenomena, the ecosystem view let to better understand the essential conditions of sustainable development, based on the harmonisation of the socio-economic and environmental context and on the dynamic balancing of intertwined multi-actor interactions (Barile et al., 2016). Taking a wider perspective, several potential connections between sustainability and service research can be underlined, merging the foundational concepts of systems thinking (Bogdanov, 1913; Von Bertalanffy, 1969), the VSA (Barile, 2000, 2009; Golinelli, 2000, 2010) with the SD Logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2008, 2016, 2017) and the SS (Spohrer et al., 2007; Maglio and Spohrer, 2008). It follows that the analysis has been conducted according to the main conceptualisations of the Viable System Approach (VSA) (Barile, 2000, 2009; Golinelli, 2001; 2010), inspired by Stafford Beer’s (1979, 1984) Viable System Model, which represents a suitable interpretative framework for better understanding the importance of sustainability for systems viability (Barile et al., 2016).

This study is theoretical in nature, being intended to define and discuss the interactions that shape a sustainable start-ups service ecosystem, based on networked interactions that bond actors to other entities/systems – such as customers, suppliers, incubators, venture capitalists, institutions and government – with the aim of overcoming both inner and contextual constrains (Bala Subrahmanya, 2017).

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. After a brief investigation of the theoretical background of this analysis, presented in Section 2 (service-for-service relationships; nested and networked interactions; value, efficiency, effectiveness, and sustainability perspectives), Section 3 approaches start-ups according to the ecosystem perspective, describing the interactions occurring between different actors at each level (micro, meso and macro). Section 4 has been dedicated to the theoretical presentation and discussion of the main characteristic of sustainable start-ups service ecosystem at each of three levels. Close implications and final remarks.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. The evolutionary path from systems towards ecosystems: a sustainable orientation

The growing attention that society, policy and science have paid to sustainability led service research to progressively approach this topic (Saviano et al., 2017). In fact, the current socio-economic scenarios, characterised by complex issues such as the dematerialisation, socialisation, networking, servuction and similar, paved the way for analysing the single elements of businesses structures as well as their systems’ dynamics (Spender, 1996), inspiring
the VSA double approach to phenomena. This approach analyses both the single elements and
the relations that bind them together shaping a ‘structure’ and focusing on the interactions
that characterise the functioning of a system in its context (Barile et al., 2012). In the afore-
mentioned context, systems aim to stay viable and survive in the long-run (Beer, 1985; Golinelli, 2010), adapting themselves to environmental changes and adjusting the role they
perform in each context. To achieve this goal, systems have to change the way they interact
with others (e.g., suppliers, customers or other stakeholders; Barile et al., 2016). In this sense,
the VSA based service interactions (or service-for-service exchange) on resource (mainly
information) sharing, essential for co-creating value. Therefore, service-for-service relationships
(Vargo and Lusch, 2008) should be based on ‘consonance’, or on the closeness between the
different entities that populate a system (Barile, 2009; Barile et al., 2012). Consonance can also
evolve in ‘resonance’, a spread harmony due to the reciprocal understanding and value
alignment, which drives the afore-mentioned entities towards a common goal (Barile, 2009;
Barile and Polese, 2011; Barile et al., 2013). It follows that multiple interactions occurring
between multiple entities can shape those network configurations on which service systems’,
intended as “value-co-creation configurations of people, technology, and value propositions
connecting internal and external service systems and shared information (e.g., language, laws,
measures and methods)” (Maglio and Spohrer, 2008: 18), are built. Thus, those network
configurations bond together entities or actors with different aims, interests and values, but
with a shared goal (Barile et al., 2016).

Focusing on the nested and networked interactions occurring between the entities/actors that
populate service systems, SD Logic made the scope of service logic wider (Barile et al., 2016),
introducing in its core narrative the conceptualisation of service ecosystems (Vargo and Lusch,
2008, 2017; Vargo and Akaka, 2012). Thus, service ecosystems have been defined as “relatively
self-contained, self-adjusting system(s) of resource-integrating actors connected by shared
institutional logics and mutual value creation through service exchange” (Vargo and Lusch,
2011: 161), which core elements are actors’ engagement and the ongoing resource integration
for value co-creation (Storbacka et al., 2016). Focusing on value, it worth noting that it is at the
same time an individual and a collective phenomenon, which emergence should be
investigated at each of the three ecosystem levels, micro-, meso- and macro-level (Chandler
and Vargo, 2011). This implies the need for going beyond a network perspective (static) to
underline the inner dynamics of system behaviours spanning across the afore-mentioned
levels (Vargo and Lush, 2014; Haase and Pick, 2015). Thus, assuming a systems perspective,
value is not created in isolation, but rather it “emerges from micro-macro links in service
ecosystems” (Meynhardt et al., 2016: 2981). This implies that value co-creation occurs when
entities/actors are engaged with a mutual goal through shared institutions (humanly devised
schemas, norms and regulations that enable and constrain the behaviour of social actors) and
institutional arrangements (sets of interrelated institutions) (Lusch et al., 2016; Vargo
and Lusch, 2017). In other words, value is co-created when actors’ interactions are based on a
structural consonance that led to values’ alignment essential for achieving common goals
(Barile et al., 2014).

The wider perspective of ecosystem approach, exploiting actor engagement in resource
integration for an ongoing value co-creation (Vargo and Lusch, 2016), can boost those socio-
economic changes essential for sustainable development (Pels et al., 2014; Saviano et al., 2017).
In this sense, Spohrer and Kwan (2009) considered sustainability as rising from balanced
interactions between environmental, social and economic systems. This implies the double
ability in preventing or minimising those systems’ interactions that can co-destroy value and in optimising value creation for others (Van Riel et al., 2019). In a similar vein, Reynoso (2009) maintained that (eco)systems’ long-lasting viability should be rooted on “balanced integration of economic, social and environmental values” (Reynoso, 2009: 475), opening to a shifting perspective that approaches actors as real suppliers of sustainability (Wolfson et al., 2011), underlining the importance of engagement with a common value creation network (or service ecosystem). More recently, Polese et al. (2017) maintained that service ecosystems can be considered sustainable just when “actors/systems interact sharing the final purpose of the ecosystem, following sustainable principles, reducing their own expectations and generating benefits primarily for the whole ecosystem” (Polese et al., 2017: 788).

2.2. The role of ICTs in ensuring sustainability for service ecosystems / Information and communication technologies for service ecosystem sustainability

Over the last decades, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have developed rapidly, becoming even more pervasive and ubiquitous. The disruptive potential of the most recent technologies has boosted the interactions among ecosystems’ actors offering a more efficient and effective resource sharing (Lusch and Nambisan, 2015; Caputo and Walletzky, 2017). Thus, resource exchange is broadly considered the sine qua non for value co-creation (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004; Ramaswamy and Gouillart, 2010), which technologies facilitate offering the right source of resources (information, capabilities, skills, etc.) (Hsu and Spohrer, 2009).

More recently, Service-Dominant (SD) Logic considered technologies able to enhance the density of the resources exchanged at different ecosystem levels (micro, meso and macro) (Michel et al., 2008). In this sense, acting as interactions enabler, technologies can help actors in mixing and matching “a trinity of resources: competences, relationships, and information” (Lusch and Nambisan, 2015: 164), changing the way digital and physical ecosystem components are combined and recombined (Breidbach and Maglio, 2016). Moreover, due to their high interface potential ICTs offer more engagement opportunities, a higher degree of resource integration and, in so doing, a venue for more viable systems solutions (Lusch and Nambisan, 2015; Göbel and Cronholm, 2017). More in details, these technologies facilitate those actors’ interactions that contribute to the dynamic adjustment of a service ecosystem for achieving consonance with its context and, thus, for preserving its stability, viability and sustainability over the time (Barile and Polese, 2010: 30). Even though the literature has investigated the influence that technologies can have on the efficiency of ecosystem processes and the effectiveness of their outcomes, further research is still needed for better understand their potential in ensuring long-term viability or sustainability (Barile and Saviano, 2018). In fact, according to Saviano et al. (2010, 2017) (eco)systems’ viability lies upon the ability to harmonise the internal processes efficiency, results’ effectiveness for the whole context (or each ecosystem level) and the sustainability for the wider environment (e.g., the service ecosystem itself). In this direction, technologies – acting as interactions’ enabler – can enhance those ongoing processes of value co-creation that contribute to ecosystems’ long-term viability, balancing efficiency (or doing things in the right way), effectiveness (or the right things that must be done) and sustainability (or the effort towards the establishment of the right relationships with other systems) (Sphorer et al., 2007).
2.3. ICTs role in shaping a start-ups ecosystem

The European Startup Monitor (ESM) (Kollmann et al., 2016) defined start-ups as “companies under the age of ten and have high aspirations in terms of employee growth and sales” (Kollmann et al., 2016: 55). These companies have been also considered “human institution designed to deliver a new product or service under conditions of extreme uncertainty” (Ries, 2011: 17), which development is constrained by the lack of tangible and intangible resources (Wymer and Regan, 2005). To counteract this situation, start-ups should establish collaborative relationships especially with external partners (Teece, 2010; Kask and Linton, 2013), creating a relational network able to boost resource sharing essential for nourishing their viability. This implies that start-ups “are not individual companies, they live in an ecosystem that includes other start-ups, universities, incubators, investors, among other elements” (Nougera et al., 2016: 51). In this sense, incubators and/or accelerators as well as local policy agencies act as coordinating entities, which boost actors’ interactions through shared institutions able to inspire and direct towards shared goals (Alvarez et al., 2018). This implies that the long-run viability of start-ups service ecosystem mainly depends on actors’ engagement in resource sharing: a process driven by specific institutions and institutional arrangement and enhanced by digital technologies (Lusch and Nambisan, 2015; Vargo and Lusch, 2017). In this sense, Orlikowski’s (1992) structuration model of technology let better understand the role that technologies (influenced and directed by institutions) can have on value co-creation process (Akaka and Vargo, 2012) in terms of resource (mainly knowledge) sharing.

Service ecosystem perspective approached technologies as dynamic resources (Akaka and Vargo, 2014) or as a useful knowledge (Mokyr, 2004) that can contribute to co-create value, enabling resource sharing within and across service (eco)systems levels (Maglio and Spohrer, 2008; Chandler and Vargo, 2011). In this sense, digital technologies can support the shaping and the sustainability of a start-up ecosystem, boosting its actors’ evolution and adaptiveness to the changing and unpredictable conditions of a complex and hyper-competitive environment (Palumbo et al., 2017). Follows a brief description of the main actors’ interactions that – at different levels – contribute to shaping a sustainable start-ups service ecosystem.

3. Shaping the micro-, meso- and macro-level of a sustainable start-up service ecosystem

Drawing on the previous consideration, start-ups service ecosystems are built upon a system of resource-integrating actors, such as service organisations, clients, venture capitalists, incubators, spin-offs, banks, other corporations, universities, public institutions and government (Spender et al., 2017). These actors – connected by shared institutions (regulations, laws, policies, etc.) – share their resources to co-create mutual value for adding sustainability to the ecosystem they belong. In this sense, technologies, acting as interactions’ enabler, facilitate actors’ access to resources (mainly information) (Palumbo et al., 2017) making them able to create new and higher-order ones (knowledge). In other words, technologies provide those essential rules or institutions – or humanly devised schemas, norms and regulations (Koskela-Huotari and Vargo, 2016; Vargo et al., 2017) – that hold together the ecosystem, boosting Actor-to-Actor (A2A) interactions that, according to a circular logic, nourish process efficiency, output effectiveness and, then, ecosystem sustainability.
3.1. The micro-level interactions

At the micro-level of an ecosystem, interactions are dyadic in nature, occurring between the focal companies (start-ups), customers, and other service providers (e.g., suppliers). These interactions are based on service-for-service exchanges, occurring in a direct and reciprocal way between dyads of actors (Beirao et al., 2016). Dyadic interactions are built upon the exchange, the combination and the recombination of resources (Vargo et al., 2008; Chandler and Vargo, 2011; Vargo and Lusch, 2011), shaping the context in which start-ups together with customers and other service providers are engaged in value co-creation process (Storbacka et al., 2016). Thus, the afore-mentioned context let to understand the reasons micro-level actors are engaged in resource integration for creating new and higher-order ones (Palumbo et al., 2017).

At this level, also thanks to the enhancing role of technologies, customers are even more involved in resource exchange together with other service providers (e.g., suppliers) pointing to create new and sometimes innovative technical, market, managerial and financial knowledge (Hardyman et al., 2015).

What mainly characterises the micro-level of a start-ups service ecosystem is actors’ engagement, which boosts those dyadic interactions (Beirao and Patricio, 2016) occurring between start-ups and other service providers (e.g., suppliers, partners, etc.) as well as start-ups and customers. At this level, the afore-mentioned individual actors tend to be engagement in collaborative and cooperative interaction, according to which they share, combine and recombine their personal resources (mainly information, skills and knowledge) to produce new ones (e.g., new products or services, new processes, new markets, new business models, etc.). Moreover, policy, legal and financial arrangements (institutional logic) shape the context in which starting from the micro-level actors are engaged in different resource integration patterns.

3.2. The sustainable start-up service ecosystems: the meso level interactions

At the meso-level of a start-up ecosystem, situational and transformational mechanisms occur paving the way for the understanding of emerging dynamic changes (Dopfer et al., 2004; Jepperson and Meyer, 2011). At this level are usually situated the so-called middle-range organisations or coordinating entities, which participate to those transformational mechanisms that bond micro-level process of actors’ engagement to the process of value co-creation occurring at the macro-level (Storbacka et al., 2016). As stated, other organisations populate the meso-level, such as incubators, venture capitalists, banks and other corporation, which directly and indirectly interact to co-create value. It follows that resource sharing at the core of value co-creation is based on information flow and on communication between the actors (organisations) placed at this level and those (start-ups, clients, service providers) placed at the micro-level. Thus, the interactions occurring at the meso level shape the right context (Spender et al., 2017) for value co-creation, facilitating the access to and the sharing of resources (e.g., knowledge, information, financing, etc.) and therefore start-ups growth. In this sense, acting as interactions enablers, technologies boost that knowledge sharing and transfer essential for triggering products, services or processes innovation, performances enhancement, and growth in investment intensity in R&D (Soetanto and Van Geenhuizen, 2015).
Focusing on financial organisations such as banks and/or venture capitalists, their intra- and inter-level collaborative interactions are often aimed at offering financial support to start-ups, bridging the gap that public programmes usually create. In a similar vein, incubators participate to start-ups lifecycle from “the pre-seed stage until the commercialization stage” (Spender et al., 2017: 20), stimulating at each of these stage innovation, acting for example as technology incubator (Kaufmann and Schwartz, 2008), industrial incubator (Rasmussen and Clausen, 2015), and university incubator (Rubin et al., 2015). Moreover, start-ups viability can be also nourished interacting with other corporations, especially when bigger in dimension, for example, developing outside-in and platform start-up programmes (Weiblen and Chesbrough, 2015) intended to create long-lasting partnerships (Simon, 2018) with the other middle-range organisations that populate the meso level. Therefore, venture capitalists, incubators, spin-off and other corporations actively contribute to boosting the (co)creation of new knowledge to share inside and outside this level (Ferrary and Granovetter, 2009; Albats et al., 2018).

In sum, these meso level actors contribute to long-lasting viability of the ecosystem selecting, mentoring and championing start-ups projects (Ferrary and Granovetter, 2009; Strömsten and Waluszewski, 2012), which can develop a network of interactions in which the meso level organisations perform as resource interfaces to micro-level actors. In this sense, for example, spin-offs represent the right interface for enhancing start-ups interaction and collaboration with universities (Albats et al., 2018), in order to “reduce the time and effort allocated for exploring external resources” (Wareham et al., 2014: 35).

3.3. The sustainable start-up service ecosystems: the macro level interactions

Macro-level actors are national and international government, educational and legal institutions, which contribute to shaping service ecosystems, driving the behaviour of both micro and meso level actors. This is possible setting the institutional and policy conditions for the implementation and the proper functioning of the ecosystem (Beirao et al., 2017). This implies the definition of those shared norms and rules (institutions), which enable or constrain the meso and micro-level interactions (Lusch and Vargo, 2014). In this sense, the role of government in the emergence of new institutions and institutional arrangements is fundamental for the sustainability of the whole ecosystem (Beirao et al., 2017). Thus, macro-level actors contribute to improving processes’ efficiency, system effectiveness and, therefore, the long-run surviving or sustainability of the ecosystem itself. More in details, government and institutional organisations set the right conditions for start-ups growth and viability, supporting knowledge-intensive, research-based and high-technology-based interactions (Carayannis et al., 2018) thanks to the establishment of a dense interaction network able to boost organisations evolution according to the ever-changing external environment (Lee and Shin, 2018). However, further investigations are needed for a better understanding of how and which government programmes and policies might be appropriate for supporting and promoting start-ups’ sustainability growth.

Moving the focus on financial institutions, they are used to set the rules, regulations and laws that drive start-ups access to financial resources as well as their interactions with meso level financial actors (e.g., venture capitalists, banks, spin-offs, and other corporations). Finally, education institutions act as interface between knowledge producers and consumers (e.g.,
start-ups), supporting them in defining opportunities, mobilise resources and create an organisation (McDermott et al., 2018).

Figure 3.3.1 depicts the multi-actor interactions that shape a sustainable start-up service ecosystem.

![Multi-Actor Interactions Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.3.1.** Sustainable Start-ups service ecosystem (source: authors’ elaboration).

4. **Implications and final remarks**

This study has been intended to better understand the interactions that shape and make sustainable a start-ups service ecosystem. In this direction, multi-actors inter and intra levels interactions have been described and argued, defining a system approach to start-ups development, which is supported by the active contribution of customers, service providers, incubators, venture capitalists, institutions and other relevant stakeholders (Ries, 2011).

Assuming a service ecosystem perspective, it has been possible to define and support multiple and more effective sustainable co-creating interactions (Pels et al., 2014) able to offer mutual and inclusive outcomes. To this end, it is fundamental the promotion of an open and easy access to resources, enabled by technologies, that can enhance at the micro level the engagement of actors in resource sharing, combination and recombination facilitated by the collaborative relationships established with the meso level organisations and driven by the institutions created at the macro level. In this direction, technology enhance those interchangeable multi-actor interactions, which – according to the Actor-to-Actor (A2A) logic – makes all socio-economic actors able to participate in value creation in a fundamentally similar way (Wieland et al., 2016). Moreover, the A2A logic led to better understand the importance and the criticality of actors’ willingness to share and combine their personal resources for generating new knowledge, characterised by a growing density due to the good integration within the ecosystem itself (Chen and Liang, 2011; Nonaka and Toyama, 2015). In this sense, technologies facilitating multi-actor interactions and the subsequent resource
sharing (mainly information) can lead to creating new ones, especially new and more dense knowledge able to nourish the long-term viability of a service ecosystem. Thus, the ecosystem perspective can boost knowledge exchanged opportunities and ‘seed’ ‘positive behavioural antecedents’. This implies that technologies can enhance start-ups viability, boosting actors’ engagement in the process of mutual resource sharing, with a number of different actors (e.g., customers, incubators, education institutions, governments, etc.). Therefore, the classification rising from the theoretical analysis might support start-ups in achieving a more effective resource management, also through the establishment of collaborative co-creative partnership with other actors (e.g., the middle range organisations placed at the meso level), pointing to ensure to all involved parties a long-lasting viability (Barile et al., 2016). Even if the findings showed the importance of institutions for governance and viability purpose (Vargo and Lusch, 2017), further empirical research is still needed, in order to address the effective contribution of each actor to ecosystem efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability.
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